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l. Introduction. Recently, a number of papers have been 
published ([l]-[9]) extending the well-known contraction principle. 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain a theorem that contains 
several of these results and also improves an earlier result of Sehgal 
and Thomas [7]. 

Throughout this paper, (X, d) is a complete metric space and M 
a non-empty subset of X. Let F be a commutative semigroup of self
mappings of M. We shall further assume that F satisfies the following 
condition: 

(1) for each xEM there exists an /., E F such that for ally EM, 

d(f.,y, f.,,x) ~r1.(d(yJ,,y)+d (xJ,,x)) 

+ ~(d(y,J,.,x)+d(x,fzy)) + ¢(d(x, y )), 

where r1., ~ ER+ (non-negative reals) and ¢: R+-?R+ is a mapping 
which is nondecreasing, continuous on the right and satisfies 
¢(t) <fl -3(cx+ ~))t, if i>O. 

Note that the hypothesis on¢ in (1) implies 3(o:-t-P)< l. 

2. lVfoiira ire:mh. 

Theorem 1. Let M be a closed subset of X and suppose F satisfies 

(1). If there exists an x0 EM such that 

(2) sup {d(x0 , fx0) : f E F}< cc 

then, there exists a unique u E M such th2t fu=u for each f E F. 
Moreover, there is a sequence {g,,}(:F with gnx-"'·u for each x E M. 

We need the following lemmas to prove Theorem 1. 

Lemma 1. Let ¢: R+-?R+ be a mapping which is continuous on 
the right and satisfies ¢lt) <; ct for some c with 0 <; c <; l, t E R+. 
Then for each rER+, limn ef/'(r)=O. 
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PROOF. Since cp(r)<r for r>O, the right continuity of¢ implies 
that ¢(0)=0. Now for any r> O, {<Pn (r)} is a nonincreasing sequence 
in R+ and hence there is an s >O such that .pn(r )__,,. s. If this s > O, then 

s=limn ¢n+1 (r)=<P (lim 11 ¢ 11 (r))=</>(s)<s, 

a contradiction. Thus lim.12 </>n (r)=O. 

Lemma 2. Let F satisfy (1). Suppose there exists a u E M with 
fu u=u, chen (a) u is the unique point such thatfu=u for each fE:F. 
Further, if the sequence {x12 } in M defined by Xn+i=f x,,, x0 E: M, 

Xn 
is convergent to u, then (b) there is a sequence {gn} CF with g?i x->u 

for each xE M. 

PROOF. If v ~ u satisfies f.v= v, then by (1) 

d(v, u)=d(f,, v,fu u)<;2~d (v, u)+<P(d(v, u)), 
that is, 

d(v, u)<(2~+(1-3(()(+~)) d(v, u)<;d(v, u), 

a contradiction. Thus u is the unique fixed point of the mapping 
fu. Furthermore, by the commutativity of F, we have, for any fE:F 

fu=f(fu u) f,,. (Ju), 

and hence fu=u. To prove (b) let for each nEJ (non-negative integers) 
fx-f and g11 =f'n.fn-l ···fo· Then g,..E:F. We show g11X-?U for each 

x,, 
xEM. We have 

d(g,, x, u)<;d (g11 x, Xn+1)+d(x,,+1' u). 

Since by hypothesis Xn-'»u, to prove (b) it suffices to show that 
d(g .. x, x 11+1)-70. However, by (1), 

d(gnx, Xn+i)=d<fn (g11-1 x), fnXn) 

<u.(d(gn-1 X .• gnx)+d(x"' x,,+1))+ ~(d(gn-l X, Xn+1) 

+d (x12 , gnx))+<f>(d(gn-1 x, x,,)) 

<()( (d(gn-1 x, Xn)-!-2d (x12 , Xn+i)+d (.x,,+i, gnx)) 
+~ (d(gn-1X, Xn)+2d(xn, Xn+1)+d(xn+1, gnx) 

+<f>(d(g'n-1 X, X11)). 

It fo !lows from the la5t inequality that 

(3) (_l-u.-fi) d(gnx, X11+1) <2(()(+ ~) d(x11 , Xn+1) 
+(()(+fi)d(gn-1X, X11 )+</>(d(gn-1 x, xn)). 

We consider cases (i) lh+~=O and (ii) lh+~r"O. If o;+fi=O, then 
putting r=d(g0x, x1) we have by (3) 

d(gnx, X 11+1) <<P(d(g,,_1x, Xn)) <··· <¢n(r)~O as n--· oo, 
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Ifa+f3~0, then, since <P(d(g,,_1x, x,,))<;(l-3(a+~))d(g12-1X, x,,). 
it follows by (3) that 

(4) 

where 
and 

d(g12x, Xn+i) <;'Y d(x,,x,,+1)+S d(g12-1 x, x,,) 

'Y=(l-(a+~))-1 (2oc+2~)<1 
S=(l-(0(+~))-1(1-2(0(+ (3))< 1. 

Now let e>O be given. Since d(x,,, X 12 +1)-+0, there exists an 
integer N such that d(x11 , X12 +1)<e for all n'";;;;N. Using the relatioD;~ 

( 4) repeatedly, it is easy to verify that for any positive integer k, 

d(gN+k x, xNH+1)<:(l-S)-1 Ye+ S"' d(gNx, XN+i). 

Since e is arbitrary, it follows from the above inequality that 
d(g,.x, X,j +1)-0 as n-7-tX>. 

Proof of Theorem 1. Let {xn} be the sequence constructed in 
Lemma 2 where x0EM satisfies (2). Let for each nEI, fn-f x,, 

(5) O(x,.)={ fx11 : f E F}, 

Since for any positive integer J, Xk+J =fXJ where 

f=ik+J-1° fk+J-2··.fk E F, therefore X1<+JE 0 (xk) for each positive 
integer J. Thus if m, n EI with mS>n, then it follows that 

(6) 

Let for each n E J, 

d,, =sup {d (xn, y): y .E 0 (x,,)} 

By (2) d0< tX> and it follows by ( 6) that d ')2< oo for each n E /. 
We show that d.n-? 0 as n-+ oo. To prove this, Jet y be any element of 
O(xn+i). Then y=f (x12 +1) for some f E F. Hence, 

d(x,.+1• Y)=d (Xn+1JX12+1)=d(fnXn, fn( fxVJ )), 

and therefore by (l ), 

\7) d(xn+ 1, y) <Q( (d(x 11,f11 x1,)+d (fx.mfn ( fxn)) 

+~(d(x11,fx,,,.)+d(fx'Tl, fnxn)) 

+<P(d(xra, fx,.)). 

Now, since d(fx71 , f,. (fxn))<d(x.,l'fx,,)+d(x 7,, (fwf)x'Tl)<;2d,,, 

and d(fx.,..,f,x .. ) <d(x71 ,fx,.)+d (x,,,f,.xn) <;2d11 , it follows by (7) and 
the hypothesis on ¢ that 
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(8) d11+1<3(a+~) d31 +¢(dn)<(3(o:+~)+(l-3(o:+~)) d12 =dn• 

Thus {dn} is a non-increasing sequence in R+ and hence dt1-'>r ;;;,o. 
Clearly r=O for otherwise (8) together with the right continuity of 
¢would imply 

r<3(o;+~) r+¢(r)<r, 
a contradiction. Thus 

(9) dn-+0 as n-+oo, 

It now follows immediately from (9) that {x11} is a Cauchy sequence 
in M, in fact if m, n EI with m>n, then by (6) Xm E 0 (x,.) and hence 

d(x,,, Xm) <d,,--:,..0 as n--:,..oo. 

Since M is a closed subset of X, there exists a u E M such that 
X 11-+u. We assert that 

(10) limn d(f.,x,,,fu u)=d(u, fu u). 

To prove this assertion, we note that 

d(fu X1pfu u) < d(fu Xm Xn)+d(xm u)+d (u, fu u), 

and d(u,fu. u) < d(u, Xn)+d (x,,,fu X11 )+d(J;, Xnofuu). 

Hence, we have 
I d(fu x,.,f .. u)-d(u,fu u) I <d(xnJu x,,)+d(xm u) <dn + d(x 11 , u) 
Therefore, as n-+oo , the last inequality implies (10). Now by (1) 

(11) d (f .. x 11 ,fuu) <ot (d (xnJuxn) + d (u,fuu)) 
+~ (d (xn.fuu)+d (u,J;~x,,)) +<P (d (Xn, u)) 

<at (d (xx.fux,,)+d (u,f,, u)) 
+ ~ (2d (xm u)+d (u,f,,,, u)+d (xmfuXn))+<P (d (x,., u)). 

Since d (x.mfuxn)<d,., it follows by (9), (10) and (11) that as 
n-?oo, 

(12) 

Since o:+~<l, (12) implies thatfuu=u. Lemma 2, now complet
es the proof of Theorem 1. 

Note that Theorem l improves Theorem 1 in l7]. The following 

special case of Theorem l provides a generalization of ancarlier result 
of Guseman [3] and a recent result of Khazanchi [5] and Iseki [4]. 
(See also Reich [6]. ) 

Corollary 1. Let/: X-+X be a mapping satisfying the condition : 
for each xEX, there exists a positive integer n=n (x) such that for 
all YEX 
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(13) d( f"y,f"x)<:,.11. d (x,rx)+d (y,f"y)) 
+ (3 (d (y,f"x)+d (x, ry))+Y d(x, y) 

where 11., (3, YER+ with 311.+ 3(3+'.Y< I, then f has a unique fixed point 
uEX andf"x-Ht for each xEX. , 

PROOF. Let F={r : n>O}. Then F is a commutative semi
group satisfying (1) with fx=f11 <"'> and </> (t)='.Yt there. It is easy to 
show (see [4]) that (13) implies (2) for each xoEX. Thus by Theorem 
1 there is a unique uEX withfu=u. Setting 

8=(1-11.-(3)-1(11. + (3 +'.Y)< I, 

it follows from (13) that for sufficiently large nEl and xEX, 
d(f~x, u) ~8 d(f''-''<'">x, u) and this implies thatfnx-+u. 

It may be noted that in [4] Corollary I is proved with the 
additional hypothesis that f is continuous. 

If M is a bounded subset of X, then, since (2) holds for each 
x 0EM, we have 

Corollary 2. Let M be a closed bounded subset of X and suppose 
F satisfies (1). Then there exists a unique uEM with fu=u for /E F 
and there exists a sequence {g12}C:F such that g11X-?U for each xEM. 

Note that Corollary 2 improves an earlier result of Browder [2]. 
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